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THE USEOF,WRITTEN SIMULATIONS IN THE

MEASUREMENT OF TEACHING COMPOOCIESA
I

INTRODUCTION t
.--The- 'pal of any teacher education program is the development of competent'

teachers. .0ne way of definingeuch people-is interms of the skills a teacher

1 1

exhibit in the clatisroom. The purpose_of this papef-lb to present a model of

skill learning, and to describe one'means of meateing skill acquisition- within:
,_..

that model.,

6.;

A MODEL OF SKILL 'LEARNING

ri

r,

Learning to Oerform a-skill can be described as a hierarchical series of

,,,1,..

¶teps beginning with knowledge of-the skill, commhendincyits use in the class-'

°Om and culminating in its applicatioe in classroom settings (Bloom, et,; al.,
7 _. i

1 .
54). At the firsi level students Ran provide a definition-of. a skill or

..,:,

eon pcodnize a correct.definition when they encounterone. However, being

able to cite a definitIon does not ensure that the studentunderst

. . r

-skill Or-tbuId-retO4nize-it-in EidlassrooM deinonetrit*--(Arideiion, )
.

At the comprehension level students are able- to disciiminate between instances

and non-instances of the skill being perfo in the claidtdbm.---This level

.

is a critical interimistep in the-Mastery of Skills, for without comprehension

of the skill there is little chance-that it can be applied in.a systematic)

way in the classroom. At the application level the student is.able to per

..;

form the skill in real life or simulated settings. The hierar4hycan be

9%----- - ___ _.
.

.

,.

Vi summarized as. follows: U1 OEPARTMiNT OP NoLTN.
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Level.
.-

LeainerBehavior
_

;

Application,
.

.

f ,

. /

The Learner oan utilize the skill in
either.real life or simulated settings.

. .

Comprehension
_

. ...

The Learner can can recognize a skill
being correctly applied.

, nowledge

------

-The- Learner can produce or recognize

the correct definition of a skill:

. .

3/

.

.

A CondePtual Model of Skill Learning

/ .Figure 1.

.

... . ,
.

This hierarchy is-baiediupon a conceptual vier of -skill learning. This
1,-

aPproa6h views skills as actions that are.based pliap concept's, which are classes'

or categories-that ape tined Wessen4a1 characteristics (Klausmeier, 1974).
siw.;

.Square, mammal and vertiAare all concepts; class inclusibn in these categories
4_

is defined by seVeral'key characteristics, e.g.( closed geometric figure, four-.
4

.

sides equal sides.and equal interior 'angles. ' .

. .

1 Some representative skill-ielSted concepts in teacher eclueatibn are prompt,

redirebt, and inductive and dedUctiveAessons. Each of these skills can
L"

j ,

thOught of as a categoryof behavior.. Ferformanca_oLthe skillie-depandalit _

)!4".0ponlan understanding 8f the concept. FAt example, the -questioning skill of
r /

teacher's

1,
4W

t

prompting is basedupon the'tescher'S underatanding of the 'eoncept prompt..
...

To use this skill the teacher muOt,first understand the 46ncept. .In a similar
_.. ' ilk

I

manner, before a.teacher can tel lOh inductive lssOn, ba-or she must first
.

underetand the concept, inductive lesson.

There are several implications of'thiskOhietarchicallmodel of skill learn-

ing. First, the model-suggests an optimal series of steps in teaching these

skills; the learner must first know and undatatend a skill before he can apply

ov it. 'Related to this is the idea thatfailute to perform at one level may be
. 41
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. .

due to lack of achievementrat a lower level,' i.e., a student's lack Of dompre-r
. 4

.

___Ahaion may be the reason' he- can :t apply a skill.,, Consequently, adeduate iNatgig
. .

ments to measure students' comprehension of different skills become e crucial

(componen if skill:based teacher education prbgrams.

THE MEASUREMENT OF NON-INTERACTIVE TEACHING SKILLS

For the purpose's of this paper tea Ing*-skills1Will,be divided into two

major categories: interactive and noh-i teractive.. Interactive tesching

are characterized by. an interohangebetrein teaCher and studentd, These_are

contrasted with non - interactive skills'Wor aOk-Of better -name whioh do
(

1 - ,

nottypicallYincIude an exchange betweeh(teacher,\ fOrmulating

.r)objectives, writing lesson galls, and construct

The previously discussed hierarchy be

tion of 7:-ji_zt.f.rac3-*veteaching;gkins. Fdr

objecfives' can be measured t \the knowledge, compreh

1 as is shown in Figure 2.

lied to the evalua-
/7
the_skill of writing

ion or application level

Level -1 .': Learner Behavior

,
ApplIcatj.on The learner can write objectives -in

his own-discipline: * - ,

,

Comprehensior!

- , ,

. .

.

The learnerie able to differentiate--
between correctly, and incorrectly
written objectives.% O

.

Knowledye
.

.

.
.

,

The learner knOws.the essential
components of .--- th objective.

s' Figure 2'.

.A Hierarchical Model of
Applied to the Skill of Writijai

eNaing
bjectives

Similar types of hierarchiee 4ouh be oenstructed fo other 4on-,interactive
.

skills such at preparing a lesson plan a the writing ormeasureMent items.

4

_
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THE MEASUREMENT OF INTERAeTIVE T ACHING SKILLS-.

While written scentrios'are useful in me suring non-interactive skills,

they probably are most value4e in assessin students' comprehension n-of inter-

individual

_ P

active teaching skills. The'measurement competence in interactive skills,

.

is often difficult because performance of the skill depepds on cues from the .

. .environment. Meaauting i student's to prompt-requires placing the
, \

in situation's where a prompt is appropriate and observing whethe
. ,

he can perform that skill

the skill-related concept

,

,. Similarly, measuring a student's comprehension of

of prompt requites that the indtvidua can identify

the 4ncept in context. This can be_-done by ;providing,' the- -leernikr-wit
4%.

tapetape protocols of teaching situations and'askirt the individual to identify

examples of the concept. Use of such'meterials is often difficult because of

their"cost,,and the problem of finding ma $.rislj. that it 'the objective of a

.particular teacher education program. -iWeltprnstivi4; the'use of- writt n

simulations, which,'can be constructed With.s Mini' and effort and wh h

a programts unique needh.')qhe tgiowing are two-;can be tailor-made to fit

,-iwritten simulations'which are designed ti ure Comprehension of the skill-

-.of prompting;

-4 Example 1.

'Read-the following dialogue and enclose in parentheses,all the .

teacher stvtements that are prompts.

r

Mr. Jones was'involvedA a leiSon on mammals. He.began by saYingi \
"Who can remember what we were discussing yesterday in scienee 'N!

class? Billy?" ,

,

,.

s . ,

"We were talkinii_aboa mammals!" Jimmy_responded. r'i=---
"And, who can remember what said about mammals? Anyone? Saish?"'
."They had fur-and their ,blood was..." ' - . ,-/ -'
-'What about their blood, Sar ? How does a Memel feel when you touch
him?" '

"Oh; I now. Docil'are a and they're warm wilen you touch thei.
Mammals are-waroeblooded."

"Excellent, Sardh:°-Ona, cl ss what else id we say about the circulatory-
system Of animals?"
Silen6EG-- ---- '

"WelI, what does a circulatory system do?"'
_. ..

A

5
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In responding to this item the student would need 'to understand -the

- cbncpt prompt and diserithinate between examples and non-exampies'ofit. Art

itemauch as this measures students' ability to recognie eittiations,Where
A

- <

partiyar e g.kills are being by others. However,,,the,ultimate goal of_a ,

teacher education program ig to.develop"the ability to recognize such situa-

tions and actually apply the skills. Closerio_this goal is the following
- .-- .

,_

type of item. A

Read the following'description of a claesrPoin andridentify situatioQs
where a prompt should have been used. Where appropriate construct a
prompt-that might be used.

S -

"As wwere discussing verbs yesterday, we mentioned 'th a i the re
were two pain types of verbs. Dqgs anyone remember what they were?
Jim?"

"Active and ...",
_"Active,and passive. Good Jim. And who can remember the dif-

terence between the two? Anyone? Mary?"

"Active verbs can take\objects and passiiie ver s can't."
"Excellent. Now who can give me some examples of active verbs?

Joe?"

"Mary."

I' t 1

"Hit, catch anid cook."

...- "Fine..." 1
, -

I ' \

.

-- x-i--

Thid type of item. is more difficult than the previous one, in that stud

. i

i

, .

dents not only had to identify situation's in which th skill wee appropriate

but also had to ap ly. 'tile skill. Admittedly, appl ing the skills in ac ass-
.

oom with thirty st dents,would be a more 'difficult task-than doing, so
\ .

/
.test item.like this However-,--*e-would suggest that inability tg/pellorm n a

?:!),

Written item 'such this Would reliably pgiOict inibiyity *tb-p4rforiv*the-skill.
,

1'

in an actual classy setting. Diagnosing4earni problems st.this Aar ok,
Air.

1
the instructional se wee allows-the instructor- rathediate.the problem. befora

the- student..4 faced-with the multitude of Averse' demands found in the typical \\

-7: ;
"

/
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A/

micro-teaching_session or'actual.class

/ Let's look now at another'eXample. There is

education -oOrthe teaching of prooess'skills.
-_______

.

, I
i

help students deyetbp-prOcess skills, she must comprehend thesherrself. .

1

/

/
/

considerable empt7tiain
\

However, before a tea41e/Can

The following exercise is designed to measure teachers''c 4 rehension of the
. .

,
, ,

-

process skills being_ taught in an elementary science claeS. II

.
-___ /

--__
--,-1-

Example 3.
,

.

Directions: In the blank in front of each numbered statement put
D if the statement is an observation-, I if the statement is an
inference, P if it is a prediction, and G if it is a generalization.
If the statement y none of these, leave it- blank.

Miss Jones
the respiration

She brought
diagram.-

wanted her students to know thatItemperature affects
rate of cold blooded animals.

out two fish bowls with gold fish as shown in the

Each bowl had a gallon of water in it and a little imitation
reef through Which thefish could swim. The fish were hatChedfrom
the same group of.eggs.

\

The ch1ldreia looke4-at the- bowls excitedly and began making
comments.

V

(1) "Thste's no,striped fish in the bowf on the left," Mike said..

"Therb's three.striped fish in the bowl on the right," Ella added.
(;3) "The fish in the left bowl are tired," John suggested.

_'(4) Miss Jones then queried, "Why do you say-that,Johb?" I

(5) "Those fish aren't moving as fast as the ones in the right
bowl," John responded.

(6) Ma went on, "Did you.put'the fish in thes'right bowl before
y u put thosein the left bowl?" .

(7) y were put in the bowls et tha same time," Miss Jones explained.
-(8) "There are more fish in the right bowl than in the left bowl,

'Beverly noted. Is

,(9),".1 know ",Rosembry waved her hand excitedlyy,"if. the pumber.of.
fish wie;v?the'same in both bowls, they would movb around in the
bowls the same.':

(10)' "Go ahead_ and, check-that, Roeekiry," Miss Jones urged. (Rose-
mery stuck a small net into the right bowl and took but\one of
the solid colored fire,, which she dropped in the left bowl. The
class watched 'the fish for a few moments.) ,



rs,

I

(11) "The fist e sleep;'," petty.,. added.

(12) "They arses ill moving slowly," Pe
(13) "The striped fish are stiring up
(14) "I'll bet the fien.would move faa

in thedlift bowl," Gloria propo
(15) "The left bowl'has a film on
.(16) "I'll bet the bowl is Cold,"

(Dorothy checked the bowls
(17) "The water in the'left bo
(10. "If we put ice cubes in,

Own," Mary suggested./
(19) "That's a very good i
(2Q) "I'll get _soak ice,"

went to the refrigerator.

notede
other fish," Elearior,suggeeked.

r if we put stripe&fish

outside," Marcia 'ted.

rothy noted. . .

th her fingers.),

is cooler," Dorothy stated. :

he right bowl, -the, firth would slow

a, Mary," Miss 3ones praised.
vs suggested, and she jumped up and

(21) The ice was pyt in the right bowl and the clan weited.a few-
moments.

(22) "The fish in the right bowl are moving sleily now, too," Vivian
'exclaimed.

(23) "Fish move acPbrding to the temperature of the water they're
in," Sue suggested.

(24) "Let's think,about all this," Miss Jones prompted. ;

(25) "Welli-dold blooded animals are strongly affected by temperature,
.. Allan noted. I

(26) "Fish are cold blooded anima _so they woulk, besaffectied by

the temperature," Terry adde .

(27) "Now let's look at another imal," Miss Jones suggested.
She then shm4ed a filmstrip ith a caribou romping in the snow, "
am elk trotting through a r fines t a red deer galloping ,- ,

.in a winter day,. and'a moose gamboling aria acting meadow.
(28) Barry conjectured, "Animals in.the deer family aren't affected

-, very much-by.cnanges in temperature."_T
(29) Les ie quickly noted, "We could separate 'animals into warm

/

blooded and cold blooded,"
.'

/

(30) ,r d warm blooded animal's ari less affected by temperature than
/' ld blooded animals," karriette added.

uth affgrgested,'There-are ailii bried-randanimals as wen
as fish."

) "There also ar warm blooded animals in the water such as
,whales in addi ion'to warm blooded - animals such as deer,"
Miss Jones add d,

(33) "If_warm bloo d animals are less affected by temperature/
and a snake is cold blooded, he should become 'sluggish in Q0 d
weather, too,"

_\(34) "That's all ve

4

.---Anothe example measuri

be found in A pendix 1.

Another t= =chfng skill

ability to struc re lessons

Jilt is the abili tb repo

PUtiel suggested.
vied children," Miss Jones praised. .

g students' comprehension of process Skills/ can

aught in teacher preparation programs is
4

ctively or deductively. A prerequis to to this

indUctive and deductive sequences sjtructured,

8

1.4
1
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by-others. The folloing.stenario-is
way to measure

students' comprehen ton
_,__ S

_,.

1 .I.
.

, i

of inductive and deductive_instructional sequences.

Example -4.

Miss Bird wanted to-teach.her tents that "children who take caiof their teeth get fewer cavities than those *a, don.t"- ,She prepared two posters with pictures of childilen,brushing
teeth,types of

toothpaate, dentis s,,children
with smiles, children with--frowns; and drawings of x-rayed teeth. The 0:ctures were asialows:

POSTER I

Boy-brushing teeth
,

Tube of-Aim (..f)

Smiling'child'showing white teeth----,.
if*Boy saying to father, "See Dad, ontcavity:1*Drawin6'of *:ray with no cavitieb-----I

Smiling dentist
Dish of carrots 't

.

Slice of brown bread

I"
Girl saying,

"No cavities in 4rny checkup today, Mom.",.-
Tube of Crest (F)

_.

POSTER p2

.- -

'
the

1
e of Close-Up

Tube of Ultra-Bright
_

_A,\Frowning child showing a_cavity
.

-
Boy grimacing to fatherseaying, "I had six ca ities." -Baby Ruth bai

.,
X-ray showing several cavities
Concerned dentist

J

,

..Bottle of Coke : ,

\
._.__ _____-_--,,q-------#iss Bitd-en asked the-etude-4a tc.lbok at, the two posters. Thestudents did and began making comments.

'tot
(1)_ Diana said, "The child in the first'poster is\happy.u: ,

, .

(2) "The man in the white coat is Ohop, tcm' Car01 added. ...(3-) "There is Voothpaste in each`of
the posters," Mary noted.

,
(4) "The ones in tb first poster have big F's by them," Karen put inwith a puzzled rook. .

.

i
(5) "I know what that means," Ed shouted excitedW\(6)' "Go aheadi-Ed," milp Bird-sMiled.

\
.(1) "That meana_they have fluoride in them," Ed said pfbudly. "They `saidon TV one night in en advertisement that F stands for fluoride!"

, .

(8) "That's fine, Ed," Miss Bird said with a gr "so Shied, Gene," .
'/ she went on.
(9) "The child is upset in the last

poster," Gine said 'pointing it hi -.
posters,.

(10) "He had cavities in his teetti,"Janis
noted.(11) "Children sometimes eat bad food," Joe spid.-(12) "Yes,.see the candy bar,"

Phyllis added.
.

4.,;, . -'

,,.*

.

,

$

9
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(13') "If th6 boy in the second poster would brush his teeth, he wouldn't

.11

t

get cavities as easy," -Cdro7..Mtatad,defiri3te1 y,4,

(14) "Kids don't tdke ?orb their teeth," John putin.
(15) Miss Bipd then asked, "Could:you not. make a Statement that would

incorporate all that you have determined ?"

(16) John tentatively raised his.hand. "Children dont get'as'many
cavities if they take care of their teeth than if they ddn't
take Fere of them.,"

(17) "ThatPs very good, John," Miss Bird smiled.

(18)--"I shouldn't, have any cavities When'I ge to the dentist next
iime," Beverly grinned. "My mother makes me take care -of my teethl"

Answer the questions below with information- from the anecdote.

1.- An example in the anecdote where inductive reasoning was being done 1483:---

(a).Statementp one and two where they said the child and_ the man in
the white coat were happy,

_,%-

(b) Where John summarized their information ,pAd made the statement
that children don't get eitt many cavities if they take care of
their teeth than if they don'ttake are of them,

-(c)-Statement 18 where Beyerly_incorporated previous infatmation
to make the statement that she ahouldn t have any cavities
when she goes to the dentist the next t

( Statement 11 where the children were sal to'eat bad food, 41! .

(e None of-the previous statements show inductive reasoning.
f

k AIL . )

1 Others examples of items designtd to measure comprehension Of this skill car be -

found in Appendix 2.

Identify in the. scenario one place where deductive reasdning was
used. Put this information in a deductive syllogism.

(b) Condition

(c) Conclusion

3. Look again at Miss-Bi;d1.11 afti Pity and consider the overall trend
in the activity; Choose the t.respohse; .,

(a) The activity was inductive ecause the students went from .

specifiCpOservations and inferences to generalAzations at
the end orthe activity,

(b),The activity was dedUctive because deductive reasoning was
. used at least two'places in the activityt_ .

. (c) The aetivity was inductive beCauss the teacher didn't tell
the students anything in the" esson,

. _ (d) The lesson was deductive becau e there was considerable
teacher direction in ttie activ ty..

, ,

10
-r 4
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. Let's now take a look at-e final example involviiig,the ability)po-discrimin-

L
ate between measuremehtiatd eval ations: (Meisurments are defined as value-s

.
,

t

___
s

s

free observationswhereati evaluat ns are defined is value-laden 'decisions based :4
0. upon measurements.)

0

Example 5.

In the blal.< beside each numbered statement Write M if /the state-
-"qient'is a measurement, and E if the statement is an evalUetion. If it

is neither, do not mark in the blank.
7-

Ms. Bolden-had written in her plan book regarding Tuesday's English
class, -"for students to.4.inderstand prepositibnel phrases so that they
can identify prepositional phrases in a list of sentences-"

' 4

(1) She then said to herself,- "I'll give them a list of colon
k , prepositions and then show them some sentences wpb preposi7

tional phrases in them.",
--: ',('2) As Ms. Bolden was/goingthrough the sentences, Ms. Bolden spw

Steven poke Jimmy and Oisper to him. 4,

.(3) Ms. Bolden thought, "I've never seen Steve'act thit way before."
(4) She further nciited, "Mr. K. told me Jimmy is kihd of a promoter."

..

(5) "I'd better separate thOse Iwo. tiefore they disrupt thA class,"

s she thought.
.

.

. 6) the determined there was a total of six phrases iri.the two.m--(
sentences. cv

(7) She said,to herself, .!'Thoil` children could understand the'phrases
in the sentences except those in which above and under were the
prepositions.

.

'

Again, the ultimate goal of this instructional sequence is to produce

teachers who cah_constiously make measurements and ejaluationa and realize he

diffprence between the two.' his the position of the writers (and this position
.

has been-veiified by informal measurements) that a prerequiditePto applying this

skill in. they classroom is the rbility 0-identify examples in cootaid:
., Alk

1

-

)

11
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cUcumbevand yellow squash?"

N,, ''c ,

2. - i "Theostermelon imr big," said Harry: .;0*
,, 3.

`
. 0111e cucumber is long and thin," said Joe:

t

- 1 2 -

.APPENDIX 1

*
.;The.following sdenario measures elementary science students'- ability toidentify observatiOns

(0)'Ogenerallzing inferences (GI), predictive inferencesPI), and:explanatorrinfererces (EI). 111,

t

Mister Jones'cless was discOesing some fruits and:vegetables that they-'in' frobtof them. Mr.-Jtines'begao_the lesson by asking

1. "Look at thervegetab/es.
What do,you notice about the-watermelon,

z
"The YelloW squash has seeds.inside.of it," said Bill.,

,"SO does the watermelon:" quip* Kerry.
6. "And the cucumber took" blurted Benny. ,

, -

7. - "reel the insides. 'Aolow do they feel ?" said Mr. Jones.- a------

8. "They feel mdist insidej :! stated Stanley.

9.- -"
.Now-feel their coverings," said Ms. Jones:'.

-\S18.- "Why; tfley're'all wakey!" "
,

, 11. , "Why do you think the covering feels that way?" ask Mr. lines..,
.

'.12. "To keep in the moisture;" answered Amy.
.113. 'What Of coating do ye think a HoneYA)ew.melon would have?"

1 asked Mr. Jades. . ,

..1ll "I think it would, be somewhat wavy also," commented;CamL AR. .
, 4 -

..)

15. '' "How.about pis vegetable?" '.(Mr.' Jones shows theme-zuchinniemequash.)

.

a

had

I

"What will its- insides look-liker" , .. .
16. . "If the outsidefwas waxey theR it will, be moist inside, "-explained

___-....

,

__
, /^ Edgar.

1

17. "Why_____r_,do you eay.that?" asked Mr: 'Jones.7"--
18.' ° , "Because plants that have. Wa;ey-coatinge have high .moisture content,"

}pronounced Pamela. 'Ilit,

0 ' -
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APPENDIX 2

piiectiobw[ Read the4ollowing Aneedbtee.and determine if they're inductive
Cieduotiveand explain .why..

''A fourtirlradri_teachei was teaching her children haw to divide°
intpsyllabies. SheshoOd words with the syllables marked.

words-wertas followi:

= wel' come
met! tle
-attar! re" ,

spin' dle

. She then asked the studenti-to-observe the words and tell her
whet they observed 'about the iFilabication. After ensuing dis-

''''cussion the students decide 0 that all the words were divided
beweentwo consonants.:.Shthenehowed the students 'additional
examples of wordi andasked the students to divide them into
styllables-on what they decided.

. ,

B. A mathteacher rips drillingtas third grade class on the'"9e",
multiplication fables ale Out the following probleffis on the
,board: \

c.

, 9 x`.3 -z
.

4 x 9 2r. .. -
7 x 9 2 ''

1 2 x 9 : - ,

. i
$

Aftercthe studen had,answered the problems, one studentiraised
her hhnd and said, "Hey, all individual digits in the products all
add'up

e '
to 9: Like and 7 are 9 and 6 and 3 are 9: 'How,did-the

stubeht arrivat this_conclUsion?
,

r
. i.

t-

rr

Nofe-that4n4hese exercises stpdents aren't askbd4to actually construct an
inductive on but only idqmfify one. If the students successfplly accompotah
this taskAhp next logical step would be to ask them to actually construct ni
plahlOp inductive lesson.

.

.ot
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